
Drop Shade Systems
by Accent Awning Company™

SUN-PRO JR.

The Sun-Pro Jr. by Accent Awnings® is the smaller 
version of the original Sun-Pro drop shade system.  

All of the Sun-Pro Jr.’s components, including its more 
compact 4-inch box, are designed to be the perfect 
window or door shade solution. This system is perfect 
for openings up to 10 feet wide and up to 10 feet high. 

PATIO-PRO 

The Patio-Pro exterior drop shade by Accent 
Awnings® is ideally suited to enclose stucco 

balconies, wood lattice covers, windows and doors to 
produce instant shade and protection. Traveling along 
vertical stainless steel guide wires, the Patio-Pro’s 
fabric rolls up or down to provide excellent and durable 
protection against heat, solar damage, inclement 
weather and even stray golf balls. 

SUN-PRO

The factory-built Sun-Pro by Accent Awnings® is your 
heavy duty drop shade system solution. Built for larger 

areas such as patio lattice structures, stucco overhangs, 
entrance ways, and generally any opening where the tracks 
can be mounted vertically. The Sun-Pro’s streamlined 5-inch 
box and larger roller tube allow widths up to 25 feet and 
heights up to 14 feet. Our heavy duty boxed drop shade 
leads the way with the most extensive options and versatile 
applications in the industry. Hardware colors are available in 
brown, cream or white.
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It’s time you took control... 

Windows trap the sun’s UV 
and infrared rays, creating a 

Greenhouse Effect in your home. 
Even the best interior shades fail to 
protect carpets, draperies, furniture 
and paintings from sun damage. 
But Accent Awning’s® superior drop 
shade technology eliminates the 
sun’s harmful rays before they ever 
touch the glass.

Now it’s easy to control the sun with Accent Awning’s® 
drop shades. Each system can be operated manually, 

with an interior switch or by remote control to deliver 
the perfect amount of shade.  The Somfy® motor’s design 
meets or exceeds UL and CSA standards. This ensures 
years of quiet, trouble-free operation. All Somfy® motors 
and electronics are backed by a 5-year limited warranty 
and require no maintenance or lubrication. Be sure to ask 
your Sales Consultant about the wide array of options 
available such as fully automated sensors, timers and 
remote control systems.
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Automate Your Shade!


